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To: Roberto Torres
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Re: Signed Letter Duted 1/20/10
~~

Comments;
Mr. Torres,
Please find t h e attached response cover letter with signature a5 you requested.
rhank you again,

Doc Dennis
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U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission REGION IV
Division of Nuclear Materials Safety
Nuclear Materiats Safety Branch 6
612 East Lamar Boulevard, Suite 400
Arlington, fx 76011-4125
Attn: Mr. Roberto Torres

RE: Additional information to License Application; as requested
Mr. Torres,
Thank you for your expeditious review of our NRC license application. In an attempt to provide
the requested information in a clear format, Iwill provide each response referencing the item
numbers used in your request document.
As we have previously discussed, BBES provides a variety of services that involve the
temporary control or possession of radioactive materials on client sites. At no time does BBES
take ownership of the material. Additionally, BEES is not currently licensing a facility to perform

radiologically licensed activities and therefore we have included a determination statement at
the fore front of the following response.

Each remediation project involving radioactive materials is thoroughly planned in advance. At
minimum a RWP is written which outlines the requirements for performance of each task. When
radioactive materials are of sufficient quantity to be a risk to the uncontrolled environment or the
public, or a significant exposure risk to our workers, 8BES initiates the additional planning and
reviews necessary to minimize that risk.
In the majority of BBES remediation projects involving radioactive materials a Radiologicat Work
Plan is prepared that thoroughly outlines each aspect of the project, The Radiological Work Plan
is prepared in addition to the Project Health and Safety Plan and is usually reviewed, approved
andlor agreed upon by multiple parties. This review, concurrence andlot approval frequently
includes regulatory agencies well before the project work starts.
Under no circumstances will personnel be performing licensed activities without sufficient
training and appropriate guidelines that have been thoroughly planned out and documented.
The very nature of the BBES remediation tasks performed from project to project varies
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significantly and for this reason we place heavy emphasis on project planning, personnel
training and program management oversight.
Additionally, the nature of our work requires that all involved parties thoroughly understand their
commitments and contractual obligations. It is for this reason that related communications and
agreements are routinely documented in the format of project work plafls, sampling plans and
work tracking documentation.
Please do not hesitate to connect me directly should you have any questions or further need of
information. I am at your disposal to aid in our licensing process.

Sincerely,

Radiation Safety officer
B&B Environmental Safety, Inc.

